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International Trade Compliance Statement (03-2024) 
Valid for All Perceptron Quotations and Order Confirmations 

 

1. Compliance with Rules and Codes 

The Customer of Perceptron products and / or services agrees to comply with all 
applicative laws, regulations, rules and widely accepted business codes of practice 
(collectively called “Rules and Codes”) in the place of contract performance, original 
country of the products, either party’s business domicile and any other applicable 
jurisdiction. These Rules and Codes include but are not limited to those related to anti-
bribery, anti-corruption, protection of intellectual properties, fair-competition, export 
control, compliance with applicable local and international foreign trade, customs 
requirements or any embargos or other sanctions, elimination of all forms of forced and 
compulsory labor, rejection of child labor, establishment of safe and healthy working 
environment, Initiatives to promote greater responsibility of environmental protection and 
so on. The Customer shall establish and always abide by compliance policies and 
processes to ensure employees, managers, delegates, sub-contractors, suppliers and 
customers to comply with these Rules and Codes. 

 

2. Trade Compliance 

Any quotation is legally binding upon Perceptron only after the Customer has placed an 
order and received a written acceptance from Perceptron. Perceptron reserves the right 
to withdraw the quotation at any point in time. By placing the order, the Customer certifies 
that the items ordered will not be used for any purpose connected with chemical, biological 
or nuclear weapons, nor missiles capable of delivering such weapons, nor any other 
purpose prohibited by applicable law.  

The Customer also confirms that the items ordered will not be sold or transferred, directly 
or indirectly, to Iran, North Korea, Syria, Russia, Belarus, Crimea or any contested region 
of Ukraine or Russia.   

Furthermore, the Customer certifies that you will comply with applicable local and 
international foreign trade and customs requirements, as well as any embargos and other 
trade sanctions (collectively “Foreign Trade Obligations”). The Customer will immediately 
notify Perceptron in writing of any breach of this statement. Perceptron shall not be 
obligated to fulfill a binding order or agreement or any part thereof or related to it, nor liable 
for its non-fulfillment, if such fulfillment is prevented by any impediments arising out of  
Foreign Trade Obligations. Perceptron also retains the right to terminate a binding order 
or agreement or any part thereof or related to it, with immediate effect and without prior 
notice, if fulfillment is prevented by any impediments arising out of any Foreign Trade 
Obligations.  

 

The Customer shall indemnify Perceptron for any direct or indirect damages arising in 
consequence of any breach of the Trade Compliance Statement.. 


